
This is Habia

Tailor-made cable solutions 
for critical connectivity needs



From conductor, sheath, shielding and connectors 
to cables and harnesses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At Habia we specialise in the design and manufacture of custom cables and cable systems for extreme environments and demanding applications. As a trusted supplier of cables since 1957, we’re experts in combining high-performance materials to build creative new cable solutions.Everything we do is essentially about combining the same four things – conductor, sheath, shielding and connectors – in countless different ways. With a deep understanding of our customers applications and challenges, we design products which meet our customers’ requirements for performance and efficiency. We make thousands of designs each year. For others, custom design is the exception. For us, this is our core business. 



Expertise and high-performance materials make 
better solutions for your specific needs

Fire

Smoke/Toxics

Chemicals

Radiation

Low weight/Small size

Temperature

Water

FlexibilityFlexibility
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Thanks to our extensive knowledge in high performance materials, withstanding all types of extreme environments, we can achieve the better solution for your specific needs. Since the start in the early 1940’ies, Habia has worked with high performance materials. We were probably the first manufacturer of PTFE (Teflon) cables in Europe. Over the years, we have expanded our range to cover not only fluoropolymers, but also specialty halogen free materials. The combination of custom design and high performance materials mean that the typical customer for us orders small to medium batch sizes that we make to order. We also have the ability to scale up our production for large industrial customers. 



Expertise and high-performance materials make 
better solutions for your specific needs

Project management

Certifications / Validation

Technical support

Product development
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But we are more than engineers; our business is a service industry and we pride ourselves on our accessibility and flexibility; offering the service that comes with the development of cables and harnesses: Product development - in collaboration with customers we help improve and develop their applications. Technical support – helping our customers with technical issues, whatever it might be, related to the performance of cables and cable systems.Project management – we have the resources to make projects run efficiently.Documentation – certifications and validation are important to ensure quality and regulations.



Industries we work with

Marine Communication Power generation

DefenceIndustrial

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today Habia Cable is one of the most trusted names for critical connectivity needs in many industries, especially ones where there’s no room for error.Our solutions have helped make mobile networks faster and more reliable, keep underwater turbines running smoothly, and make offshore operations more cost-effective.INDUSTRIALOur cable solutions have been powering global industry for decades, and today the industrial sector is one of our largest markets. We’ve developed thousands of custom solutions for demanding industrial applications, including wires and cables for engines, steelworks, gas turbines, medical equipment, transport, measurement equipment and sensors.Custom cable designWith an extensive range of materials to choose from there are many potential combinations for custom industrial cables – each developed with the required properties for your specific application.DEFENCEWe’ve supplied the defence sector with a wide variety of robust cables and harnesses since the 1970s. These military-grade products meet some of the toughest specifications in the world.Compact solutions for any terrainWe have extensive experience supplying cables and harnesses for air, land and naval forces, including solutions for use in platforms like aircrafts, submarines, surface ships and vehicles. Our low-weight and compact designs allow for optimal space utilisation in close quarters. Safety is also paramount, so it’s no surprise that low-smoke, halogen free and flame retardant are other typical features of our defence solutions.MARINE�For over 40 years, Habia has developed and manufactured custom cables and harnesses for marine and offshore applications, including vessels, ROV’s, oil pumps and electrically trace heated pipe-in-pipe systems.Solutions for a smarter futureSubsea and offshore equipment requires more electrical power to complete more demanding tasks. For example, transmitting power over long distances, sometimes in high temperatures or in adverse chemical and mechanical environments, is a challenge. Thanks to our Zeroarc™ insulation system, we’re now able to create and deliver more durable, compact cable solutions, solving many challenges. This is a game changer for subsea and offshore power needs. From science to shipping Our experience in the marine sector is vast and varied. We’ve developed solutions for many areas in the marine industry, from ship engines to seismic systems for scientific research. But all of our marine solutions have one thing in common: they can be tailored to meet your every requirement.COMMUNICATIONHabia is a well-established supplier for communications cables and harnesses. Over the years we’ve built a reputation for unmatched quality and reliability, and can provide custom solutions for any application.From sophisticated datacom networks to simple point-to-point comms In parallel with helping the telecom business increase connectivity speed, we’ve been supplying high quality point-to-point solutions for an endless range of devices in many areas, especially in instrumentation and control applications. Designing hybrid cables including Cat, fibre optics and coaxials, often with specific requirements such mechanical performance or high temperature resistance, is common for us. No matter what technology the future will bring, we’re ready to provide the right cable solutions to help keep communication flowing.POWER GENERATIONWe regularly develop custom cables and harnesses for the most demanding applications in power generation, especially for nuclear power plants and renewable energy projects. For over 40 years, we’ve supplied this sector with all sorts of solutions, including safety cables, low-voltage power cables, temperature detectors, turbine connectors and generator cables.Solutions for a smarter futureOur team of dedicated engineers continue to help entrepreneurs develop smarter solutions for emerging areas in the renewable energy sector. We currently supply cables and harnesses for renewable energy projects around the world – which help to increase product lifetime and decrease operational downtime.



Quality, Sustainability 
and Corporate Social 
Responsibility
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Presentation Notes
At Habia, quality is fundamental to everything we do. We have a quality-based management approach and work in a systematic way so we can meet our customers' expectations and leverage experience to help us predict, prevent and improve.- Quality planning to establish what we want to achieve- Quality assurance to identify opportunities to reach the preferred result- Quality control to monitor operations and ensure the right actions are taken to meet expectations- Continuous improvement to help us learn from experience and improve



Certified and 
sustainable quality 

Quality based management

 Predict

 Prevent

 Improve

Quality certification and standards

 ISO 9001

 ASME NQA-1 

 US NRC 10 CFR 50 Appendix B

Sustainability

 ISO 14001
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Quality certifications and standardsThe Habia Cable group is certified according to ISO 9001, the international standard that specifies requirements for a quality management system (QMS).The factory in Sweden complies with the nuclear quality standards ASME NQA-1 and US NRC 10 CFR 50 Appendix B. ASME Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA-1) is a certification for companies involved in the nuclear industry. US NRC 10 CFR 50 Appendix B is the Quality Assurance document for U.S. nuclear facilities.SustainabilityThe production units in Sweden and Poland are certified according to ISO 14001, the international standard that specifies requirements for an effective environmental management system (EMS). 



Corporate Social 
Responsibility

Corporate Social Responsibility

 A comprehensive CSR policy 

 UN Global Compact through our parent 
company Beijer Alma

 GRI framework sustainability reports

European and US regulations

 EU RoHS directive

 EU REACH regulation

 US Conflict Minerals legislation

 EU and US export control legislation
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Corporate Social ResponsibilityHabia Cable has adopted a comprehensive CSR policy and is a signatory �of the UN Global Compact through its parent company Beijer AlmaHabia Cable prepares sustainability reports according to the GRI frameworkEuropean and US regulationsHabia Cable complies with the EU RoHS directive, the EU REACH regulation, �the US Conflict Minerals legislation, and EU and US export control legislation



Facts & figures



4
Production 
facilities with 
Customer Centres 
in Europe and Asia

>8,000
unique products 
manufactured 
each year 

532
employees1985

Part of Beijer 
Alma since
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Habia has been a vital part of Beijer Alma since 1985.Today, we are 532 employees globally.We have four specialized production facilities, each with a dedicated Customer Centre in Sweden, Germany, Poland and China.Over 8,000 unique products are manufactured yearly.



1,000,000
cellular antennas per year 
mounted with Flexiform 
coaxial cables

22
countries with 
Habia sales 
representation 

50
countries 
purchasing 
Habia 
products
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Over the last ten years alone Flexiform, the game changing coaxial cable for the antenna business, has been mounted in a million cellular antennas every year. We have sales representation in 22 countries, serving the 50 countries where our cable solutions are sold.



612 kg
per cm2 - the 
pressure our water-
resistant cables are 
tested for

808.6
MSEK sales in 2021

60
years – how 
long our 
Habiatron™ 
cables are 
approved for in 
nuclear 
environments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our water pressure resistant cable solutions have been tested and exposed to 600  bars, which is equal to 612 kg / cm2. In 2021, Habia sales was 808.6 million Swedish krona.The cables in the Habiatron range are approved for use 60 years in a nuclear environment. 



Production facilities & 
Customer Centres
• Söderfors, Sweden
• Norderstedt, Germany
• ChangzhouI, China
• Lubieszyn, Poland

Head office
Upplands Väsby, Sweden

Where you can find us

Agents & distributors
• Australia
• Canada
• Europe
• Israel
• Japan
• Turkey
• Singapore

Sales team
• China
• Europe
• India
• South Korea
• US
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1. We have four specialised production facilities in Europe and Asia, each with dedicated Customer Centres.Söderfors, Sweden, focuses on development and manufacturing of multicore cables, mainly the specialist solutions for customers in Defence, Nuclear and Industrial applications areas. The development and manufacturing of HTMV products are also situated here – an investment made during 2017/2018. - R&D and testing- Focus on fluoropolymers and halogen free materials- Have own facility for E-beam crosslinking, located in Tierp.Norderstedt, Germany, focuses on manufacturing of wire and cables in fluoropolymers, mainly for the customers in the Industrial applications area.Changzhou, China. This production facility is divided in two, the first one focuses on the manufacturing of our coaxial cables. Foremost our Flexiform product range. The second have a set up that reminds of Söderfors – manufacturing of multicore cables with fluoropolymers and halogen free materials.In Lubieszyn, Poland, all our cable harnesses are developed and manufactured. The facility holds R&D, assembly lines and testing. Specialists in hot and cold moulding. Mainly customers in the Defence and Offshore applications areas.2. Sales team We have our own sales team, covering Baltic states, Benelux, China, France, Germany, India, Poland, Scandinavia, South Korea, Spain, United Kingdom, US. (Austria, Ireland, Switzerland.) 3. Agents/distributorsA network of agents and distributors all over the world.4. Head office is located in Upplands Väsby, Sweden, just north of Stockholm and houses part of the group functions management and a R&D team with laboratory.5. Dark blue = the countries we sell to.



Our history 



1946 In the US, the first commercial PTFE 
products are introduced.

1950 Habia starts manufacturing 
components in PTFE – the first 
company in Europe to do so.

1941 Habia is founded by Carl Herbert 
Jacobsson, in Stockholm, Sweden.

Presenter Notes
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1941 Habia is founded by Carl Herbert Jacobsson, in Stockholm, Sweden, as a manufacturer of components in the polymer of the day - Bakelite.Carl Herbert Jacobsen, also called “Charlie” named the company “Hammarby Bakelit Industries KB”, in short ‘Habia’ and was located in the Hammarby dockyards in Stockholm.1946 The PTFE (PolyTetraFluoroEthene) history (Source and read more at https://www.worldofmolecules.com/materials/teflon.htm)‘Teflon is the brand name of a compound discovered by Roy J. Plunkett (1910-1994) of DuPont in 1938 and introduced as a commercial product in 1946. Teflon is polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE).Teflon is also used as the trade name for a polymer with similar properties, perfluoroalkoxy polymer resin (PFA). Teflon is the plastic with the lowest coefficient of friction. It is also used as a non-stick coating for pans and other cookware. Teflon is very unreactive, and so is often used in containers and pipework for reactive chemicals. Its melting point is 327 °C.Teflon is sometimes said to be a spin-off from the US space program with more down-to-earth applications, but actually its first significant use was in the Manhattan Project, as a material to contain highly-reactive uranium hexafluoride.…An early advanced use was in the Manhattan Project as a material to coat valves and seals in the pipes holding highly reactive uranium hexafluoride at the vast K-25 uranium enrichment plant at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.’1950 As one of the first companies in Europe, Habia starts manufacturing components in PTFE.Charlie, who was a true entrepreneur, saw the possibilities of this new material and started a new operation on his familys farm of Brantshammar, outside Knivsta (Uppsala). The manufacturing was at first machined products of PTFE and other plastic materiala, but the factory extended and manufacturing of wire and cables commenced. 



1969 Habia opens its first international 
sales office, in Breda, Holland. 

1977 Swedish Ministry of Defence 
(FMV) contacts Habia for help 
in developing a new naval 
cable standard. 

1957 Habia manufactures its first cable. 
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1957 Habia manufactures its first cable. We don’t know what type of cable it was and why/for what customer, but the connection to PTFE and its properties can be a  reason to start production of wire and cables… The reason why PTFE was interesting for Habia:…’ PTFE has excellent dielectric properties. This is especially true at high radio frequencies, making it suitable for use as an insulator in cables and connector assemblies and as a material for printed circuit boards used at microwave frequencies. Combined with its high melting temperature, this makes it the material of choice as a high-performance substitute for the weaker and lower melting point polyethylene that is commonly used in low-cost applications.’(Source: https://www.worldofmolecules.com/materials/teflon.htm)1969 Habia opens its first international sales office, in Breda in Holland. During the following 70's until the mid 80's Habia undergoes rapid international expansion; factories was set up with different product focus (harnesses, connectors and special cables) and sales offices are founded or acquired in France, Germany, UK, Spain, Belgium and the US. In 1986 the Habia Group was put up for sale, and split up. Habia Cable was sold to the investment company Alma and consisted of Habia Cable Söderfors, Habia Cable Ltd, Habia Cable BV, and Habia Cable NV/SA.1977 Swedish Ministry of Defence (FMV) contacts Habia for help in developing a new naval cable standard, since they had ordered four type “Västergötland” class submarines. The only cables available at that time was rubber type cables, which were not very oil resistant and very heavy… Habia took on the challenge, and we created a range of lighter, oil-resistant cable solutions to the Swedish Navy. (Thanks to this business expansion, we needed more space and the cable production is moved to Söderfors in 1980.)



1985 Habia Cable becomes part of the 
Beijer Alma group.

1980The first Habia Cable Systems 
department is set up. Pressure tight 
glands for submarines are the first
products manufactured.~

1990The coaxial wonder cable 
Flexiform is created, 
revolutionising the antenna 
industry. ~
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Early 1980’s Our first Cable Systems department was set up. As a spin off of the business with the Swedish Ministry of Defence, Habia developed and started to manufacture pressure tight glands (Penetrators) for submarines. Following, a company called “Svensk undervattens teknik” (SUAB) was founded for the manufacturing of sonars for submarine hunting and Habia’s Cable Systems was building all the harnesses required. During the period 2000 to 2014 our Cable System offering is expanding, as our technology knowledge goes wider known in the industrial area. The company CS Technology, who specializes in harnesses for defence applications, is acquired and all manufacturing and R&D moved to Lubieszyn in Poland.1985 The investment group Beijer Alma, steered by Anders Wall, acquires Habia Cable.1990’s The coaxial wonder cable Flexiform is created. While developing coaxial cables in close collaboration with our customer Allgon antennas, we saw the need for a much more flexible solution than existing ones with semi rigid copper. One of our creative engineers in Söderfors got the crazy idea to dip the coax cable in tin instead of using the copper… This started the success story of the hand reformable concept Flexiform, a solution that revolutionized the antenna industry and enabled it to become what it is today. Connecting the world in high speed.  



2000 Isotec Kabel GmbH, a German 
manufacturer of high temperature 
wires and cables is acquired. 
Thanks to Flexiform’s success, 
Habia sets up a factory in 
Changzhou, China. 

2007 Habia acquires CS 
Technology, a Swedish 
company specialising in 
cable systems for defence
applications.

1997 The Cassini orbiter begins a seven-
year journey to Saturn, using 
specially-designed coaxial cables 
from Habia.
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1997 The Cassini orbiter begins a seven-year journey to Saturn with specially designed coaxial cables from Habia within.2000 Isotec Kabel GmbH, a manufacturer of high temperature wires and cables in Norderstedt, Germany is acquired. The company makes Germany one of Habia's largest markets.Thanks to Flexiform’s success, Habia sets up a factory in Changzhou, China. The global leading companies in antenna manufacturing are situated in China, and we wanted to be close to our customers. This is the start of our growth in China. 2007 Habia Cable acquires CS Technology, a Swedish company specialising in cable systems for defence applications. Following year, 2008 Harness manufacturing within Habia is moved to a new factory in Lubieszyn, Poland. In 2014, all design and development of harnessing is moved to Lubiezsyn.



2017 After 20 years in space, Cassini 
reaches its final mission. 
The coaxial cables transmitted 
science data to the very end. 

2021 Habia launches Zeroarc®, 
a ground-breaking 
insulation system enabling 
more durable, compact 
power cable solutions for 
today and into the future.

2016 The HTMV solution is born, based on 
a new technology featuring multi 
layered extrusion of fluoropolymer, 
a technology that matures over the 
following years.
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2016 Habia invests in unique equipment to manufacture long lengths and large cross sections of fluoropolymer wires and cables to meet the demands of customers primarily in the offshore sector > the HTMV (High temperature Medium voltage) solution is born. Based on a new technology featuring multi layered extrusion of fluoropolymer materials.This technology matures over several years...2017 After 20 years in space, Cassini’s mission in space – investigating the rings of Saturn - ends. The satellite plunge into the surface of Saturn.The coaxial cables from Habia distributed science data to the very end.2021... Habia launches Zeroarc®, a ground-breaking insulation system that enables the power needs for an unlimited range of applications, today and in the future.



For your smarter future
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